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INTRODUCTION

EQUAL is part of the European Union’s strategy for more and better jobs and for ensur-
ing that no-one is denied access to them. Funded by the European Social Fund, this ini-
tiative is testing since 2001 new ways of tackling discrimination and inequality experi-
enced by those in work and those looking for a job.

Transnational co-operation between Member States is a fundamental part of the 
EQUAL initiative. The purpose of transnational co-operation is to generate added value 
and new viewpoints for partners working with the same or a similar problem. 

This is how the Italian Development Partnership (DP) Promozione e Impresa So-
ciale Toscana sud - Equal PIST and Finnish 3Points Development Partnership started 
their co-operation in 2005. These two DPs shared the same motivation in reinforcing so-
cial economy on the third sector and fighting against social exclusion. The main themes 
of the collaboration were development of services meant for social economy and man-
agement of development models.

After two years the Italian-Finnish co-operation culminates to this publication PIST-
3Points Concept – Building Social Business Excellency. The volume 1 concentrates on 
the Common Assessment Framework (CAF) and on the Italian experiences of the use of 
this tool. The volume 2 describes the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) and how this tool was 
used in the transnational co-operation. 
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3.1 PERSPECTIVES ON THE DEVELOPMENT  
 CARRIED OUT IN THE 3POINTS  
 PROJECT

Anu Tiilikainen-Tervaniemi, The Supportative Association for the Third Sector Organisa-
tions in Central Finland (KYT)

During the economic recession of the 1990’s and in its aftermath, the third sector or-
ganizations had to face new kinds of pressure in Finland. The social structures under-
went changes, services were reduced and unemployment reached spectacular levels. 
These changes drove the ordinary citizen as well as the actors in the organizational field 
to look for solutions to the high unemployment rates and to find ways of replacing the 
reduced services. A number of new organizations emerged; they started to further ac-
tively the interests of the socially marginalized and the unemployed and to produce 
new services. 

In the 21st century the growth of unemployment in Finland has stagnated and start-
ed to decrease. Some sectors are already seeing labour shortages. Many of the third sec-
tor organizations, which started their work during the economic recession still contin-
ue their activities. These organizations’ customers have not decreased in number. On the 
contrary, their clientele consists of those who have greater difficulties in entering in em-
ployment; they cannot be employed by means of any short-term activation measures 
and they do not have access to the open labour-market.

In the general debate third sector actors are expected to participate in dealing with 
matters of common interest and to make sure that the necessary services are of high 
quality and provided in a professional manner. However, the question that has not been 
considered seriously enough is with what kind of resources the third sector provides 
the necessary services. Basically, it is all about activities that are based on the voluntari-
ness of citizens and that will continue only as long as people consider these activities 
important and put their heart at work. Nevertheless, the third sector has not been given 
any concrete help in order to meet the expectations.

The organizations started their work based on necessity, and with the years they 
have been operating on an increasing scale. The number of their staff varies from a few 
dozen up to 200 persons. As to their capacity to employ people, this means that they 
can be compared to medium-sized enterprises. These enterprises have – and also lack 
– competence in many areas. In addition to employable and disabled people, the clien-
tele of these organizations consists of municipalities, households and, to some extent, of 
private companies. The funding of their activities largely consists of different kinds of 
financial support, project funding and aid for the employment. Their sources of financ-
ing are cities, municipalities, the state and Finland’s Slot Machine Association (RAY). To 
some extent, the organizations also know how to benefit from different kinds of project 
funding from the European Union. The proportion of self-financing is usually around 
30%.
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PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED
Very similar kinds of problems can be found throughout the third sector, and they have 
to be solved before it can be said that the services are of high quality, produced in a pro-
fessional manner and competitive in public tender procedures. As the organizations are 
founded very often on associations, their action is based on some ideological vision that 
also determines the nature of their action. The transition from a non-profit action to a 
business-like action in order to produce services requires conscious choices, to which 
everyone in the organization, from the board members to the employees, need to com-
mit themselves. 

In addition, it has been problematic to define what are the actual products or serv-
ices of the organization. One example of this is recycling and the related employment 
activities. In the recycling sector it has been possible to tailor different duties to differ-
ent persons, but all forms of recycling are not profitable and the non-productive forms 
should be eliminated. In these cases the organizations have had to make a conscious 
choice on whether their main line of activity is the employment and training of long-
term unemployed and disabled people or whether it is recycling. At the moment, third 
sector organizations are apparently more and more striving for a role as producers of 
specific services for long-term unemployed and disabled people. 

Specific skills are needed in the development of services and products. Develop-
ment is usually hindered by lack of skills and capital. For example the services whose 
provision was started by means of project funding are underpriced, and in the end of 
the project the prices do not cover the real costs of the services and products. Further-
more, services produced with the help of project funding are unreasonably accused of 
distorting the competition, not to mention that these services or products are produced 
by labour employed with the help of wage subsidies. Then again, clients do not expect 
that the services produced by third sector organizations bear a quality label, either. Per-
haps the introduction of a quality label in the third sector is something that could be-
come reality in the future. 

One of the difficulties in the third sector relates to the organization management. 
The organization structure consists of a board, an executive director, persons in charge 
of specific fields of activity and employees. Usually one is employed in the third sector 
by chance, it is somewhere one ”ends up” when there are no “real jobs” available. The 
employees have a lot of specific skills, but they have a lot to learn for example in the 
field of managing, entrepreneurship or marketing. In many cases one has learned from 
one’s mistakes and simply by being perseverant. Very few organizations have had the 
opportunity to draft their own operations or quality manuals, where different processes 
and responsibilities would be described. Or, in any case, it is not self-evident that the 
manuals are being regularly referred to, or that once they have been drafted, there 
would be any time to update them.

Employment contracts are another thing that creates problems for the organizations. 
Principally, these organizations offer short-term employment contracts. Even their core 
staff turnover is significant. This leads to a situation where the employees are weakly 
committed to their organization and the investments made in the employees’ training 
go down the drain at the end of their contract. On the other hand, those that are too 
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strongly committed to the organization burn out, as they are doing the job of several 
people at the same time. Apparently, this problem is familiar in other sectors, too. 

The fact that the third sector organizations have suffered from labour shortages is 
also an interesting problem. For example, there would be permanent employment con-
tracts available in the field of recycling, but as the organizations do not have adequate 
self-financing and as they operate on a non-profit basis, wage subsidies are mainly being 
used. In practice this means that a person is employed for one year with a 100% subsidy, 
and after that he/she becomes unemployed and has to wait for the next period during 
which he/she would be entitled to a subsidy. Many of these people are excluded from 
the open labour-market and they cannot step out of the vicious circle of wage-subsi-
dised employment and unemployment. 

Sometimes we have developed wild ideas about providing these people with wage 
subsidies for an indefinite period when they are employed in the third sector organiza-
tions. A longer employment contract would have a stronger rehabilitative effect, it 
would strengthen people’s commitment and also their motivation. It would offer them 
an important daily routine and a community in which they can feel included, it would 
diminish morbidity and mental health problems, not to mention many other indirect 
 effects. I believe that permanent employment could improve the rehabilitation of peo-
ple in such a way that they could have access to the open labour-market. It could also 
even increase the much-vaunted business cooperation and provide necessary tools for 
it.

The Act on Social Enterprises came into force in Finland in 2004. So far, the Act has 
already undergone some amendments. The organizations which took part in the devel-
opment work have thought thoroughly of social entrepreneurship but only a few have 
decided to register part of their activities as social enterprises. The problem is that 
when a third sector organization registers as a social enterprise or as an enterprise of 
any kind, it loses its special character as an organization working with people who are 
difficult to place or acting in an especially challenging field of social exclusion. This re-
quires time and ability to be close to the people. The third sector has taken care of this 
task in a praiseworthy way and will continue to do so in the future, especially if its im-
portance is acknowledged and its special characteristics are taken into consideration. 
The third sector doesn’t compete with business activities but is essential for the welfare 
of our society. 

The Supportative Association for the Third Sector Organisations in Central Finland 
(KYT) was founded in 1999 in order to respond to those needs of special services 
which the third sector organizations couldn’t afford but which their activities necessi-
tated. During these years, KYT has spotted the most important areas of development in 
cooperation with third sector organizations and launched development projects relat-
ed to these areas.

The main target of the 3Points project has been to develop the business know-how 
of the third sector as well as to enhance its importance as a credible productive actor 
with an impact on employment. In all 27 organizations have contributed to the devel-
opment of the project. These organizations have highlighted problems, attitudes and 
points to be developed in relation to employing and production of services. The Bal-
ance Scorecard (BSC) system that has been introduced in this publication has been one 
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of the tools which have been used in developing the 3Points partnership development 
project. 

The EFQM and BSC methods were used in the projects by applying them as com-
mon training for all organizations; in addition, special development measures which 
correspond to these organizations’ own targets were tailored to each one of them. One 
of the most important elements in these activities was that all operations could be sys-
tematically evaluated, in this case by means of the EFQM system. Through this evalua-
tion emerged the most important objects of development whereafter it was possible to 
decide upon their improving. The fact that all different levels of the organizations’ per-
sonnel took part in the development work was also of importance. It became thus pos-
sible to contribute to the fact that the real problems and quiet knowledge which lie in 
the organizations could be exploited when improving the ways of action. The working 
method enhanced in itself the organizations’ functionality and welfare.

When developing tools and methods for the third sector’s use one has to take into 
consideration those special characteristics that contribute to the organizations’ func-
tioning. The development work requires time and involvement also from the develop-
ers’ side as well as understanding of the third sector culture. The development work 
made within the 3Points and InnoPoint projects has opened new views when it comes 
to the third sector’s scope for action. 

We have brought forward to this publication evaluation and development tools 
linked to the social entrepreneurship which have been built both in 3Points and in pre-
ceding InnoPoint project. These methods are based on the EFQM and BSC models. The 
chapter Social inputs and processes of an organisation concerning (business) opera-
tion introduces five evaluation aspects of the development work. InnoPoint – summa-
ry of the execution of the intermediary body project introduces as an example the de-
velopment aims and results of the nine organisations participating the project. 
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3.2 SOCIAL INPUTS AND PROCESSES OF  
 AN ORGANISATION CONCERNING  
 (BUSINESS) OPERATION

APPROACH: EFQM quality model
REFERENCE FRAME: Evaluation fields concerning operation
OBJECT OF EXAMINATION: Policies and evaluation points concerning social processes 
of different evaluation fields
UTILIZATION: Evaluation and development of social business operation

1. EVALUATION FIELD: MANAGEMENT

1.1. Development of business idea (mission), vision and values

•	values of organisation are and stay stable 
•	business idea responds to the situation of the society (= region) 
•	vision steers the use of resources to the development of social processes 
•	 improvement of life of the not-so-fortunate is seen at the vision and business 

idea
•	equality, justness and customers are seen in the values
•	operation is economical also in the field of social operation; meters are de-

fined 

1.2. Personal role of superiors as developers and supporters of the 
operation 

•	commitment to the values, firmness, solution-seeking and equality are stressed 
at the work of superiors 

•	superiors are committed to promote the social well-being
•	superiors develop systematic their know-how of social processes  
•	changes of operational environment are recognised and paid attention to
•	needs of an individual are recognised and paid attention to in an active way
•	social networks of an organisation are described and their function is ensured 

1.3. Quality and environment policy 

•	control of social matters is a part of the quality policy of organisation 
•	superiors are expected to be committed to the work and operational environ-

ment 
o	managers and superiors are also expected have same values in their per-

sonal life as well at the working life
•	motivation of operation is maintained in order to develop professional know-

how 
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•	quality and processes of operation are examined through the eyes of stake 
holders, employees and management

•	demands and needs of operational environment and market are recognised 
•	service concepts are built paying attention also to the social standpoints of the 

operational environment 
•	competitors/identical service producers are recognised and necessary strate-

gies are realised (cooperation and competition strategies) 
•	demands of laws and regulations are followed 

o	they can be recognised in the strategies and policies of organisation 
•	know-how of employees is developed comprehensively, individually and with 

determination 
•	 the way to work is goal-directed, professional and solution-seeking 
•	 the influence of organisation on the environment is visible and a part of the 

everyday life of organisation

1.4. Social responsibility

•	 the representatives of the management take part to the treatment of needs and 
questions of the stake holders at the level of whole operational environment 

•	sectors originating from outside of the working life and which are connected 
to the well-being of the members of the working community are understood  

•	 influences of new phenomena are regarded systematic at organisation
•	emphasizing of the social responsibility shows in the meters and aims
•	honesty, reliability, open discussion and financial responsibility are emphasized 

at the operation of employer

1.5. Responsibility and authorizations

•	organisation has adequate and clear policies for all decision making: guiding 
principles, employment terms, working instructions, instructions of working 
hours, travelling-compensation regulations etc.

•	both social and economic objectives are regarded equally at the customer ac-
quiring/customer recruiting  

•	all operation is ethic
•	resources, know-how and responsibility are recognized at the operation and 

decision making
•	made decisions and from those resulting impacts and consequences are evalu-

ated systematic 
•	all employees have unambiguously clear duty description and authorization 
•	clear policies known to all are used to evaluate the succeeding at the work
•	policies have been drawn up to with which duty descriptions and authoriza-

tion can be changed
•	employment matters, salary payment, safety and health at work and occupa-

tional health care are realized professionally 
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1.6. Quality reviews of the management 

•	representatives of the management interfere immediately and directly to the 
problems, neglects etc. and seek solution paying attention to all the matters 
connecting to the situations 

•	meetings between the management and employees (e.g. work community 
meetings) are kept regularly and sufficiently at the work community 

•	development discussions are held regularly 
•	activity of the work community is evaluated systematic e.g. with Efqm evalua-

tion
•	organisation draws up a social balancing of the accounts
•	satisfaction and needs of customers and stake holders are cleared up systemat-

ic e.g. with inquiries 

1.7. Communication with customers, partners and representatives 
of society 

•	management takes care of continual maintenance of the relevance and impres-
siveness of its own organisation 

•	confidentiality and reliability are emphasized at the stakeholder cooperation 
•	communication policy has been determined according to the stakeholder 

o	regular communication, documentation and reporting 

1.8. Motivation, supporting and encouraging of the personnel 

•	organisation has a personnel programme or plan to upkeep the working capac-
ity, in which sectors of well-being of the personnel, aims and used policies are 
defined
o	feedback and development discussions, common events, ways to influence
o	hearing of the personnel and handling of problem situations 
o	grounds for rewarding

2. OPERATIONAL PRINCIPLES AND STRATEGY

2.1. Management of needs and expectations of the stakeholders 

•	organisation is aware of the operational environment and its changes 
•	existing regional strategies are paid attention to 
•	organisation has defined all stakeholders and objectives connected to them
•	stakeholders have clear picture about the values, objectives, policies and re-

sources of  the organisation
o	tools: communication plan, commoditization, service descriptions 

•	representatives of the stakeholders are met regularly and goal-directed 
•	news, key figures and information about the stakeholders are followed, docu-

mented and evaluated 
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2.2. Background information and management of the operational 
principles and strategies

•	decisions of ministries as well as matters at the preparatory stage are followed 
•	regional and communal decisions are followed 
•	organisation tries to have influence on the regional and communal decisions 
•	financing programmes are known
•	processing of social matters is a part of the meetings of the work community
•	methods and key figures – which are to be followed – describing the progress 

of the social and financial situation are defined for the management of essential 
strategy knowledge 

•	background information of strategies are accepted and organisation commits 
to that  

2.3. Evaluation and development of operational principles and 
strategies

•	all social aspects and sectors should be added as a part to the annual planning 
•	strategy plan is composed for 2 or 3 years
•	cooperation of the whole work community (and board) concerning the evalu-

ation and development of the operation and results takes place 
•	organisation uses also external evaluation 
•	 feedback of customers, stakeholders and partners are handled and applied to 

the evaluation and to the development of strategies/policies 

2.4. Realization of operational principles and strategies

•	main operational processes of the organisation are described
•	arguing of the decisions happens from information and starting-points which 

are in the background of the decisions
•	organisation has been familiarised with and committed to the operational prin-

ciples and strategies  
•	 there is a follow-up system for the success at the social processes 
•	standpoints and policies of the financier are paid attention to 
•	process descriptions are developed from the results gained from evaluations 

and feedbacks 
•	needs of individuals are taken into consideration at the operation 

2.5. Communication of operational principles and strategies 

•	different stakeholders are taken into consideration at the communication 
o	employees/good familiarization and internal communication 
o	members/annual plans and reports

•	communication is realized according to a clear communication plan
•	communication is transparent regarding the stakes and results of the society 
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3. PERSONNEL

3.1. Personnel policy 

•	realisation of equality and justness is ensured through personnel policy
•	”habits of house” and principles concerning the whole personnel have been 

collected to a written document
•	personnel has been familiarised with the sectors of personnel policy of organi-

sation
•	realisation of personnel policy is evaluated systematic and comprehensively

3.2. Recruiting and familiarisation 

•	policies and methods are adequate for evaluation of the practical working ca-
pacity and know-how of a person 

•	working capacity of a person and requirements of a task can be joined at the 
policies and methods of recruiting so that employment will be successful 

•	development of an employee and improvement of the working capacity are en-
sured through familiarisation methods and materials

•	 familiarisation material can be applied and/or revised to correspond the needs 
of the employee 

•	recruiting and familiarisation processes have an owner of the process who is 
responsible for function and development of the processes and tools

3.3. Personnel management 

•	processes of the personnel management are functioning and they take into 
consideration demands of the social employers 

•	 laws, regulations and collective labour contracts are well known
•	personnel management is cost efficient 
•	work distribution of administrative persons and superiors at the personnel 

matters is clear 
•	personnel are satisfied with practices concerning employment relationships, 

working hours and vacation schedules, salary payment etc. 
•	systems of trustee and representative of health and safety at work are satisfac-

tory

3.4. Recognition, development and maintenance of know-how and 
knowledge of personnel 

•	organisation has versatile evaluation methods for recruiting and familiarisation 
and also for development at work

•	organisation has capability to edit/develop work tasks to improve the rehabili-
tation of the employee at the work

•	superiors and experts have adequate skills to direct the work 
•	superiors have received training for realization of development discussions 
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3.5. Promotion and authorization of personnel participation 

•	organisation pays continually attention to increasing of the common participa-
tion 
o	posts of participation/phases of processes connected to common participa-

tion have been recognised
•	small group guidance is realized as continual or frequent process at organisa-

tion 
•	work satisfaction of the personnel is followed regularly
•	regularity, equality, continuity and reliability are emphasized at the promotion 

of personnel participation 
•	authorization of employees and work groups is developed with cooperation of 

the management and employees for ensuring the mutual commitment 
•	authorization of executive group and members of the group is developed with 

cooperation of the executive group and board 
•	organisation has functioning relationships with the local representatives of la-

bour market organisations

3.6. Internal communication 

•	organisation has a communication plan and a person responsible for the com-
munication 

•	communication is equal, transparent and covers the whole operation and it is 
also reachable for everyone - from bottom to up and up to bottom

3.7. Well-being of personnel

•	superiors’ knowledge of human nature is evaluated regularly
o	e.g. evaluation of physical and mental health 

•	superiors are trained to realize personnel programme or programme to upkeep 
the working capacity of personnel 

•	surveys about health and safety at work are done regularly 
•	possibilities are offered for the personnel to develop their own work 
•	special know-how and skills of employees are utilized at the development 

projects of the whole organisation
•	open discussion culture and positive atmosphere are promoted goal-directed 
•	know-how and professionalism are appreciated  
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4. PARTNERSHIPS AND RESOURCES 

4.1. Planning, management and development of partnerships

•	 factors of operational field/market are recognised 
•	definition and planning of partnerships are realized from the aspect of social 

objectives (in addition to the business objectives)
•	both sides of the partnership have a clear picture about the values, policies and 

resources and also about the objectives of organisation
o	tools: contracts, communication plan, commoditization, service descriptions

•	policies relating to a partner are used: planning, contracts, communication, doc-
umentation, evaluation, reporting etc.

4.2. Management of financial resources

•	social investments are planned and controlled; investments in the customers 
and partnerships and in the development of know-how

•	”profit” expectations of social investments and their evaluation are mastered at  
organisation 

•	risks due to the social employment are known 
•	needs of employees are paid attention to e.g. by equipping work stations 
•	social accountancy is applied at organisation 
•	adequate economy management systems and processes are applied at  organi-

sation

4.3. Management of real estates and business premises 

•	social premises are adequate and proper 
•	working premises correspond to demands of operation and processes
•	management of real estates and business premises is in order; leases etc.
•	monitoring and security of real estates are ensured 
•	business premises are developed according to the development of the opera-

tion  

4.4. Management of technology 

•	used technology correspond to demands of productive and social processes 
•	working capacity and needs of personnel are individually paid attention to at 

the purchases of work equipment: know-how, ensuring of learning, physical 
working capacity etc. 

•	adequate user training, support and maintenance are offered for the used tech-
nology

4.5. Management of information and knowledge 

•	 information to be known and know-how capital are defined by processes 
•	adequate information systems are used at the documentation and management 

of information related to processes 
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•	use of information systems is mastered
•	 information related to customers and partnerships is known
•	 information concerning working capacity, know-how and development of per-

sonnel is to be followed and mastered; this information is defined paying close-
ly attention to requirements of production and rights of employees

5. PROCESSES

5.1. Planning and management of services and processes 

•	social scope is paid attention to at the planning, description and realization of 
services and processes 

•	organisation has readiness and ability to revise work stations and work duties 
of different production processes paying attention to the employee: know-how, 
skills, learning capacity 

•	requirements and objectives of partnership contracts are paid attention to at 
the planning and management of services and processes 
o	process is aimed to keep constant what comes to entity but phases are ad-

justed according to the employee
•	management of contracts regarding services is professional 
•	contract models are accurately formulated and if needed, checked by experts
•	 there are adequate methods to formulate task definitions and work descrip-

tions 

5.2. Evaluation and improvement of processes 

•	policies and methods are defined for evaluation and improvement
•	evaluation of processes happens in practice together with employees
•	 improvement is based on the following of meters and needs for improvement 

found at the evaluation 
•	employees play a central role at the inauguration of improvement measures 

5.3. Customer acquiring

•	objectives of social employment are remembered at the sale of services and 
customer acquiring 

•	 there is a plan for customer acquiring 
•	services have been commoditised  
•	practical realization of customer acquiring is systematic and persistent opera-

tion with different partners; operation of partners is understood 
•	customer acquiring is professional and based on trust 
•	contract methods regarding all customer groups are known 
•	regional requirements are known 
•	nationwide trends of development are recognised 
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5.4. Planning system of service relating to a customer 

•	organisation can apply and customize service descriptions or commoditised 
services for each customer 

•	realization of services for each customer and ”job gig” is planned paying atten-
tion to the employee resources, e.g. division of work and required instructions 

5.5. Ensuring the realization of services 

•	 familiarisation is realized separately for each ”job gig” but with clear system 
•	working instructions for each work and “job gig” are used
•	ensuring of quality done by a superior or someone else is realized for each serv-

ice and “job gig”
•	contract is made with a customer/orderer for each service and “job gig”

5.6. Management system of customer relations

•	data base programme is used: documentation, filing
•	contract models are drawn up for different services
•	contract management system is working: service contracts, labour contracts, 

work follow-up, documentation and reporting 

5.7. Documentation of services and processes 

•	organisation has an adequate quality system and manual
•	service descriptions are drawn up
•	process descriptions for each service are up to date 
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INNOPOINT – SUMMARY OF THE EXECUTION OF THE 
INTERMEDIARY BODY PROJECT

ORGANI-
SATION

DEVELOPMENT 
METHODS

RESULT/OUTPUT

Foundation 
Bovallius

1. InnoPoint model
2. LTS model
�. Guidance

1. Business Plan for Bovallius 
Palvelut Ltd.
2. New service ideas 

Association 
EkoKuopio

1. InnoPoint model
2. Guidance
�. Strategy process

1. Strategy plan for EkoKuopio
2. Service map for employment 
service 
�. Website

Association
EkoSiili 

1. InnoPoint model
2. Guidance
�. Consulting

1. Growth of financing knowledge 
2. Activated marketing actions 
�. Development of cooperation 
network 

Association 
Korpikoti

1. InnoPoint model
2. Service and process 
map 
�. Process description 
�. Tender model 
�. Guidance (estab-
lishment of an Ltd.)

1. Service and process description 
for follow up care
2. Quality manual draft for nursing 
unit
�. Working method for follow up care
�. Readiness to establish an Ltd. (� 
employees)

Association 
Kuopion 
Setlementti 
Puijola 

1. InnoPoint model
2. Strategy process 
�. Know-how map
�. Service description
�. Guidance

1. Clear role in the operational 
environment 
2. Intensified partnerships
�. Internal entrepreneurship
�. Identified main objectives and 
success factors
�. New approaches 
�. Development project Tykes 

Association 
Lieksan Työt-
tömät 

1. InnoPoint model
2. Guidance
�. Consulting

1. Quality manual for Association 
Lieksan Työttömät
2. Brahea Palvelut Ltd.(� employees)
�. Website

Association 
Nakertaja-
Hetteenmäen 
kyläyhdistys

1. InnoPoint model
2. Process map 
�. Process description
�. Efqm
�. Guidance

1. WEE process descriptions 
2. Quality manual NaHer
�. Follow up system for recycling 
�. Self evaluation model (Efqm)
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Association 
Outokummun 
A-Kilta

1. InnoPoint model
2. Strategy process
�. Service and process 
map 
�. Process description
�. Guidance
�. Graphic design 

1. Guiding and financial principles for 
A-Kilta
2. Residence unit LIEKKI
- strategy plan and balanced score 
card (BSC)
- quality manual
- development plans 
�. Logo for residence unit 
�. Website

Association 
Savonlinnan 
Toimintakeskus

1. InnoPoint model
2. Strategy process
�. Efqm
�. Process description
�. Guidance
�. Graphic design 

1. BSC
2. Aspects for development of the 
operation sectors 
�. Quality manual for Toimintakeskus 
�. Self evaluation model (Efqm)
�. Graphic instructions
�. Development project Tykes 
�. Development challenges

ALL 
TOGETHER

1. Development work 
2. Networking
�. Regional cooperation
�. Common develop-
ment targets 

1. Description about social 
processes
2. Website trading centre 
�. Regional seminars 
�. Development projects 
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3.3 DESCRIPTION OF THE TOOL

The Balanced Scorecard can be defined as a comprehensive system for the strategic 
management of a business or organisation. It is a holistic1 approach to management in 
which strategy is first mapped out using methodological charts, then implemented and 
verified. Designed by Robert Kaplan and David Norton in the early nineties2, the Bal-
anced Scorecard was initially conceived as a model for measuring and assessing an or-
ganisation’s performance.

Its innovatory quality lay in its wide ranging assessment of performance, as opposed 
to a straight forward analysis of economic – financial indicators. The Balanced Scorecard 
is in fact an integrated control system based on the identification of critical success fac-
tors in relation to the analysis of four perspectives:

1. the financial perspective;
2. clients and stakeholders;
3. internal processes and services;
4. human resources and skills.

The objective is to balance financial indicators, which allow us to assess the results of 
past actions, with qualitative indicators - guidelines, which take account of the creation 
of the future value of the organisation. 

So, the Balanced Scorecard helps an organisation translate vision and strategy into 
analytical and verifiable structure. This structure describes and communicates strategy 
itself in terms of objectives, targets, indicators and key activities.

These are then analysed:

1. strategic objectives: objectives given for achieving success;
2. indicators: parameters used to measure performance;
3. targets: quantitative values to be met for each action and measure;
4. initiatives: strategic initiatives to implement in order to reach the organisation’s 

objectives.

The BSC can then be defined as a strategic control methodology that translates mission 
and strategy into measures and actions which connect medium term operational objec-
tives to long term strategic objectives.

1 Balanced Scorecard. Translating strategy into action, Robert S. Kaplan, David P. Norton - Editor 
ISEDI, 2000

2 Enterprise guided by strategy. Balanced Scorecard in action, Robert S. Kaplan, David P. Norton - 
Editor ISEDI, 2002
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THE BSC AND THE NON PROFIT MAKING SECTOR
Over the course of the project and within the transnational setting in particular (see the 
following chapter), we discovered that this kind of structure can also be used for the 
management and verification of organisations in the Non Profit Making Sector.

Non profit making organisations3 are private organisational subjects which produce 
services and goods of public or collective worth. Within these organisations altruistic 
relations are of particular importance; they imply high personal involvement and bring 
into play motivation, culture, values and ethics.

The economic approach however, underlines participation in the determination of 
the collective well being. Not having profit making aims4, it distinguishes itself from 
what is offered by the market.

Non Profit Making Organisations, however, have limited resources and are often 
obliged to make choices in order to pursue their mission and guarantee help and serv-
ices to their specific target group. In these cases, it is fundamentally important to make 
choices not just about the changes to be put in place and where to make them, but also 
about how to reach one’s objectives in implementing what has been planned. 

Developing strategies, in fact, means designing areas within which we hope to work 
both in the short and long term future, but also looking at how to use our resources to 
fulfil our mission. The objectives to be met are often confused with the actions put into 
place to fulfil those objectives. This confusion results in the straightforward assessment 
of the action, without measuring to what extent the proposed objective was fulfilled5.

As we have seen, we can use the BSC to clearly define our objectives, the initiatives 
we put into place for fulfilling our objectives and the indicators we use to monitor 
them; elements we believe indicate the achievement of an objective. Through a series 
of strategic maps, the BSC allows us to clarify the strategy of an organisation with a 
working action plan and to check strategy using a system of indicators. Four perspec-
tives, borrowed from the “profit” sector, make up the BSC:

• the stakeholders’ perspective (or the specific community of reference);
• the perspective of internal processes (or services);
• the perspective of financial resources;
• the perspective of growth and learning (or skills).

To identify strategic objectives coherent with these four perspectives, we must ask our-
selves a series of fundamental questions according to the results we wish to achieve in 
order to fulfil our mission, using the economic resources available to us. This process 
leads us to the building up of strategic maps that allow us to look at the organisation 
through the four perspectives mentioned, which are related to each other and to the 
mission through mechanisms of cause and effect.

3 The Non Profit Making Sector is made up of organisations such as social cooperatives, associations 
driven by a social mission, voluntary organisations and Non Governmental Organisations. 

4 Welfare state and voluntary action in the State and market, n. 13, Ascoli U, 1985
5 Performance management in mission orientated organisations, contributo di  Fabrizio Bocci, 

1995
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The strategic maps make it possible to transform programmes into strategic objectives 
and working actions that are measurable and understandable. In fact, the BSC can be 
used at different levels, but its real value is appreciated when its use is shared, accepted 
and understood at all levels of the organisation. It should not be used, then, in a too tech-
nical or rigid way.

The balance between the four dimensions of the model is also essential. There can-
not be a weaker area, which, for the Non Profit Making Sector, is generally the econom-
ic one. According to the point of view adopted, the vision is decided. It is possible to re-
vise the vision over the course of the work depending on identified needs, implement-
ed strategies and internal processes. 

Once activities have been set in motion, know-how grows: it is a continuously evolv-
ing process. The BSC allows for the constant monitoring of change and for this reason 
needs to be regularly updated at least every six months. 

Furthermore, there is no reason why more than four perspectives cannot be used, if 
this provides a better description of strategy.
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3.4 THE BSC IN TRANSNATIONAL  
 COOPERATION

Within the transnational context of the Equal PIST project, one of the two workshops 
had the task of studying a model for a Development Agency for the Non Profit Making 
Sector, applicable to different national contexts.

The methods for reaching this objective were:

• the exchange and confrontation of skills;
• the use of shared working methodologies;
• the experimentation of tools chosen from within the two different contexts.

The work plan adopted by the two partners began with the research and analysis of ex-
isting tools, carried out by KYT – a service agency for the Non Profit Making Sector in 
Finland. The Balanced Scorecard was then chosen as the common working tool.

In order to reach the common objective then, the workshop provided itself with a 
systematic tool for strategic planning that could be compared and measured in the dif-
ferent contexts represented. The first step was to examine the tool itself, its validity 
within a non profit making context and within a context of international confrontation.

To guarantee an all inclusive vision, the working group was made up of people from 
different organisational structures and “representatives” of both the variegated world of 
non profit, as well as from the partnership network of the project.

We realised that organisations are often unable to implement what has been planned, 
or that implementation and communication is partial or inadequate. Furthermore, they 
are often unable to balance their objectives with their available financial resources. The 
BSC is a tool that might help resolve these problems.

Before proceeding with the experimentation, however, it was decided to examine 
the tool itself, analysing the validity of the different perspectives indicated within the 
field. For example, in a non profit making organisation the client’s perspective is much 
more complex and many sided. The client could be the specific community within 
which the organisation works, or it could be the user or consumer of the services.

These aspects will vary according to the aims of the organisation. The perspective of 
services and internal processes is also complex in that it refers to those actions that al-
low an organisation to best reach its strategic objectives. As far as the perspective of fi-
nancial resources is concerned, this is often a perspective that is undervalued, while it 
is in fact fundamental to strategically planning and raising resources in relation to one’s 
objectives. 

The perspective of growth and learning refers to the intangible resources of an or-
ganisation. The objective is to increase human capital, at an informative and organisa-
tional level, to allow for improved results in the correct implementation of strategy. 
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With the building up of the strategic map, a series of coherent objectives are defined, 
connected by relations of cause and effect.  All the resources of the organisation are 
aligned with strategy in order to achieve results inspired by the mission.6

Once the objectives were described using the strategic map, we passed on to the draw-
ing up of a system of indicators coherent with those objectives. This allows the organi-
sation to monitor its performance and to act on the basis of information gathered in or-
der to obtain the desired results.

The aim of the assessment is also to be able to make decisions on the basis of what 
has been measured: decisions based on facts. For every indicator we then moved on to 
identify the target. That is, to identify the level at which it is possible to state that the ob-
jective has been reached. Then it is necessary to work out a series of activities coherent 
with the achievement of the target. These initiatives will be mapped out within the BSC, 
together with the budget allocated to each. The coherent package of objectives, meas-
ures, targets and initiatives, mapped out across the four perspectives that the organisa-
tion is seen from, represents the Balanced Scorecard of the organisation itself.7

6 Balanced scorecard step by step for government and nonprofit agencies, Paul Niven, John Wiley 
& Sons 2003.

7 The balanced scorecard orientated by the mission. The multidimensional performance panel 
of the Modena local health trust,  Fabrizio Bocci e Atos Mozzo, Il Sole 24 Ore, Year 2006.

Tabella1

STRATEGIC AREAS OBJECTIVES INDICATORS TARGETS KEY ACTIVITIES

CLIENTS AND STAKEHOLDERS     

     
     
SERVICES AND PROCESSES     
     
     
LEARNING AND GROWTH     
     

    
FINANCIAL     
     
     

Pagina 1
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In this way, we can create a coherent, shared management system, common to all the 
staff of the organisation which, if truly shared by all, will allow each member of staff to 
understand how to personally contribute to the success of the entire organisation. 
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3.5 CASE STUDY

The BSC was experimentally developed within a second level organisation which was 
in the process of being set up: the C.A.P.S. (Assistance and Consultation Centre for As-
sociations driven by a Social Mission). The aim was to verify whether the tool was suit-
able for defining the strategic management of this new organisation within the Non 
Profit Making Sector.

The CAPS is an Association driven by a social mission8, made up of the Provincial 
ARCI9 Committees of Siena, Arezzo and Grosseto within the context of the Equal PIST 
project. It provides assistance and consultation through the use a network system, to as-
sociations driven by a social mission working in the provinces of Siena, Arezzo and 
Grosseto.

CAPS, then, presents itself as a support system for the Non Profit Making Sector, pro-
moting the development and setting up of new associations and providing support to 
those associations already active in our provinces. Specifically, CAPS offers the follow-
ing services:

• consultation, legal and financial assistance to Associations driven by a social mis-
sion;

• planning assistance in the areas of culture, social policy, educational policy and in-
ternational cooperation;

• setting up of training initiatives which focus on the needs of associations driven 
by a social mission;

• access to tools and initiatives which favour the development and promotion of a 
“no profit” culture.

8 Associations driven by a social mission are regulated by the 383/2000 law which states that: Asso-
ciations driven by a social mission are all those associations (recognised or not), movements, 
groups, their coordinating bodies and federations, founded with the aim of carrying out non profit 
making activities of social utility in favour of members or third parties, in full respect of the free-
dom and dignity of their members.” The same law excludes from this category any associations 
whose only aim is the protection of the economic interests of its members. Neither private clubs, 
nor associations which place limits, economic conditions or any other kind of discrimination upon 
membership or which allow for the transferring of membership fees or which connect social par-
ticipation  to the possession of shares or other titles, are considered associations driven by a social 
mission.  

9 The Association ARCI is a national association driven by a social mission according to the 383/2000 
law. It is autonomous and pluralistic and is an active and integrated member of the Non Profit Mak-
ing system in Italy and abroad. It is structured as an integrated network of people, values and areas 
of active citizenship which promotes cultural and social activity and solidarity. ARCI supports and 
protects the autonomous organisation of citizens as basic democratic practice and as a way of re-
sponding, in real terms, to community needs. The Association supports the idea of a social state that 
knows how to value the participation of citizens, the role of associations and the Non Profit Mak-
ing Sector.
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Before constituting the association in question, the representatives of the three Arci 
Committees involved participated in an initial compilation of the BSC based on the orig-
inal model. The BSC model was introduced by members of the working group, who ex-
plained its structure and function. The representatives were interested in the possibility 
of having a framework through which to express the strategy of the organisation, using 
a set of measurable objectives across the four perspectives (economic/financial, clients/
stakeholders, services and processes, skills and human resources). They also appreciat-
ed the value of basing strategic management on pre-defined, measurable indicators.

In terms of the structure and content of the BSC, the first problem encountered was 
understanding the information required by the chart. In fact, while the areas referred to 
by the four perspectives were clear, concepts regarding the drivers of future perform-
ance, such as main objects and critical success factors, were more difficult to compre-
hend. As a result, it was initially hard work trying to understand the kinds of strategic 
elements to define and so the kind of information needed to fill in the BSC.

The second problem regarded the cause and effect relationship; firstly, its connec-
tion to the four perspectives and secondly the way it ties pre-defined strategic priorities 
to those activities necessary for obtaining established results through the use of indica-
tors and targets. In fact, the graphic structure of the chart does not make the various in-
teractions immediately comprehensible, nor does it make them explicit in any way. 

The working group thus chose to rework the graphic representation of the BSC, in 
order to clearly demonstrate the relations between strategy, activities and results, and 
the relations between the four perspectives.

As far as the compilation of the chart is concerned, it seems evident that this task 
must be carried out in the context of a working group of managers who use the tool to 
define priorities at a strategic level, which then determine activities within the lower 
levels of the organisational structure10. On the basis of the CAPS experiment, we believe 
that the initial compilation of the BSC needs to be assisted. This can happen in two 
ways: a guide can be used to explain how the chart is structured, the role of the tool and 
the information that needs to be provided in the various boxes, clarifying the meanings 
of terms used in the column headings; otherwise facilitators can be used to guide the 
process of filling out the chart, as in the present case study.

Having examined the results that emerged from the initial experiment, the working 
group reworked the BSC chart so as to make the relations of cause and effect between 
the different perspectives as explicit as possible. In fact, the new chart starts with the 
vision of the organisation, building up a strategic map that shows the relations of cause 
and effect at work between the different perspectives. The definition of measures capa-
ble of monitoring the implementation of strategy for each perspective then follows (ob-
jectives, indicators, critical success factors) and lastly, indicators and targets are identi-
fied.

10 In this case a strategic Balanced Scorecard was adopted. That is, a BSC that allowed for the defini-
tion of strategic objectives and relative indicators for the fulfilment of the same. This choice came 
about because, as a new organisation, it was essential for the CAPS to define elements of strategic 
management.  
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This modified BSC was then experimented with the three Arci Committee representa-
tives who found using the new conceptual structure much more natural. By dividing 
the compilation of the chart into three stages, each focusing on a set of drivers for fu-
ture performance, and by establishing the relations of cause and effect between the 
four perspectives a priori, the process of filling in the form with the necessary informa-
tion was much simpler. Some of the terms related to the performance drivers still re-
main difficult to understand however.

The BSC was compiled in the presence of a facilitator who set out the various stages 
present in the chart and intervened, guiding its compilation. 

In the light of this case, the BSC can be seen as a useful planning tool. Firstly because 
it facilitates the definition of strategic objectives for an organisation in the process of 
being set up, involving all resources (management, human resources, information tech-
nology, financial and administrative resources), the key activities to be carried out and 
measurable indicators to verify strategy; all in coherence with a pre-defined vision. Sec-
ondly, the second version of the BSC allows for an all over vision of the organisation ac-
cross four basic steps: 

1. definition of vision and strategy;
2. links between strategic objectives and activities;
3. planning, definition and implementation of strategic initiatives;
4. strengthening of strategic feedback.

A summary of the strong points and main critical points of the BSC follows:Tabella1

Strong points Critical Points

Validation of the idea of a tool for 
the definition of vision and strategic 
priority

Complex language

Validation of the idea of a tool for 
the translation of mission and 
strategy into objective measures

Lack of a user's guide

Presence of four perspectives for 
analysis

Conceptual complexity of tool

Definition of qualitative and 
quantitative indicators

Difficulty in communicating to the 
operational levels of the 
prganisation

Presence of cause and effect 
relationships between activities and 
expected results

Pagina 1
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We hope then, that the working group can simplify the terminology used in the BSC in 
order to bring it more in line with the skills of managers and staff, and that the tool can 
be validated through experimentation in other organisations that differ from the CAPS 
in terms of type, activity, geographical area and level of enterprise development. 
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3.6 CF€ DEVELOPMENT MODEL ©

MBA Harri Perttinä, Project Manager, KYT, Finland

Widely used and well known balanced development models of organisation are e.g. Bal-
anced Scorecard (BSC) and EFQM Excellence Model, which broke through in the 90s. 
Investors in People Model (IIP) was developed in Great Britain 15 years ago and in 2006 
this model came to Finland. The basic idea of all these models is the balanced develop-
ment of an organisation, permanent improvement and planning, but the use of the mod-
els has usually been less dynamic, even heavy.

The best feature of the BSC is that it can be used in the whole organisation for the 
planning of the aims, guiding the implementation and managing the result.

EFQM is an excellent tool to improve operation quality and performance of the 
whole organisation. This enables not only common learning of organisation’s personnel 
but also the competition and comparison with other organisations.

IIP Model is similar to EFQM but IIP stresses more the common commitment of the 
personnel and management as the name indicates. 

Picture: Balanced CF€ Triangle Model – commitment in the centre
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The new CF€ Development Model brings a balanced triangle model to the develop-
ment of an organisation. There are two central themes in the centre of this model re-
garding the success of the organisation: commitment and performance of the organi-
sation.

Commitment of the organisation means that the management and whole personnel 
share a common view about the course and aims of the organisation. Commitment 
means also that organisation’s leadership maintains and promotes working and opera-
tion leading to the aims. The performance of a committed organisation is higher than of 
an organisation where lacks of commitment are recognised.

It is not easy to build commitment to an organisation. The management is required 
continuously and persistently to remind the personnel about the course and aims of the 
organisation. The management must be able to make organisation’s main aims and 
means to reach these aims visible and comprehensible among the personnel. The man-
agement must have courage to discuss with the employees at all levels and be able to 
observe different kind of views about the aims and working. The management is respon-
sible to maintain the discussion in the essential matters regarding the aims and to sup-
port employees in these discussions. The employees are required genuinely to be active 
and interested in the matters of the organisation – in other words of their own work 
place. The employees should also have motivation to participate together with the man-
agement the discussions about the aims and operation of the organisation.

The aim of the organisation’s leadership is to carry out the strategy set by the man-
agement and to ensure the achievement of the aims together with the whole personnel. 
The most important common “handbook” of the superiors and management is organi-
sation’s strategy. The management must support the superiors to carry out the strategy 
in everyday life. This requires that the superiors and management together concretize 
the strategy in to the practice – in the other words common strategy sharing.

Commitment of the organisation takes shape through the result of the common 
work of the personnel carrying out the aims. Condition for the aim of good work are 
the common view of the management and personnel about the goal and aims as well 
the common strategy of the superiors and management meaning the means planned for 
reaching the goal and aims.

The CF€ Triangle Model is formed of three aspects: competence (C), future (F) and 
investment (€). The management of approach ways related to these aspects strength-
ens the performance of the organisation.
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Picture: Balanced CF€ Triangle Model – performance in the centre

Performance of the organisation in the CF€ Model means organisation’s capacity to ad-
just all operation into the best possible performance in the operational environment 
defined by the organisation itself so that the aims set by the organisation guide all the 
operation. The organisation develops by carrying out its function in a controlled way 
and at the same time the value of clients and stakeholder relationships increases. 
Achievement and maintaining of good performance requires balancing of organisa-
tion’s know-how and investments with the future challenges. Good performance pre-
sumes a high level of commitment in the organisation.

CF€ Triangle Model can be described as a kite, which flies in the wanted way only 
when there is a balanced tension between the angles. Kite’s performance and flight ca-
pacity are directly dependent on the skills of the person flying the kite – how she/he 
can position the kite right regarding the wind flows and that there is a sufficient tension 
in the steering string – that is “performance” – regarding each three angles.

The management of competence in the model consists of stakeholder, information 
environment, process and work management sectors. Organisation’s planning process, 
foresight, financing strategy as well business plan including the vision, aims, values, strat-
egies and actions belong essentially to the future management. Starting-point of Triangle 
Model’s investment angel is the thinking model Value for client – Value for us, by 
means of which all organisation’s  operation is scrutinized through the value arisen 
from the operation – both client or stakeholder value as well as the value produced to 
the own organisation. 
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Picture: Value for client – Value for us Model

Investments in the CF€ Model mean the strategies, inputs and measures which are 
linked to the increase of client and stakeholder value. Investments mean also the valua-
tion of organisation’s operation and the prioritizing of development inputs to the proc-
esses and operations creating value to the organisation.

The common and shared vision, realization of the strategy and level of the operation 
and result quality – all these must be evaluated regularly in the organisation e.g. with 
the help of Common Assessment Framework (CAF) or IIP Model.

An organisation with high performance is without exception more committed than 
an organisation which has lacks at its performance sectors.

Development methods developed to different kind of approaches and application 
modes of development methods developed earlier are connected to the aspects of the 
CF€ Development Model – competence, future and investments.

Development methods developed to the model in Finland are:

•	AAA – Client Value Analysis 
•	APU – Reform of Client Processes
•	CF€ for start – evaluation of person’s working capacity and how demanding the 

work task is
•	Leadership CF€ – reform of organisation’s leadership
•	3rolematrix – structure of work tasks (three levels)
•	OJA – Organisation Management Evaluation
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•	 SRT – Stakeholder Profit and Loss Calculation
•	 SRTA – Stakeholder Profit and Loss Audit
•	Good report custom

Also EFQM and BSC have been applied in the development of the model. The amount 
of methods applied to the model will increase with the use of the model and while the 
development work continues.

Picture: How development methods are linked to the CF€ Model
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